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Ramadan Month Full of Enjoyment at Sudestada
This March, Sudestada has prepared a series of exciting dining programs to

welcome the holy Ramadan month.

Jakarta, 1 March 2023 — Sudestada is never tired of innovating. This month,
the Argentinean grill restaurant has crafted a series of interesting dining
programs to welcome the Holy Ramadan month.

Celebrate Ramadan with Sudestada

Sudestada invites guests for a special breaking-the-fast moment with friends
and family. Sudestada presents the Sudestada Ramadan Platter, which
consists of 300gr of Rib Eye, 300gr of Striploin, 300gr of Bife de Vacio, 300gr
of Mollejas, and Chorizo de Carne with side dishes of Hummus, Tabouli, Flat
Bread, Garlic Rice, and Grilled Veggies. The platter promotion is available at
IDR1,900,000++ and is ideal for 4-6 people. Sudestada also presents its own
collection of refreshing Ramadan drinks consisting of Blueberry Sensation,
Dates and Cream, and Berry Surprise which are available at IDR70,000++.
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Guests who break the fast at Sudestada are also entitled to a complimentary
Date Pound Cake for takjil.

Sudestada also offers its hampers tradition during Ramadan at IDR380,000+
per box. The beautiful hamper consists of delicious Snow White cookies,
Butter cookies, Kaasstengels, and Nastar. Sudestada also offers a whole
Date Pound Cake as a Lebaran gift at only IDR200,000+.

SUDESTADA Jakarta
Daily, 11 AM - 10 PM

For order and availability, WhatsApp to 0811 9126 556
Dine in, delivery, and takeaway available.

@SudestadaJakarta
www.sudestadagrill.com

— END —

ABOUT SUDESTADA JAKARTA

Located in the charming neighborhood of Menteng, Central Jakarta,
Sudestada lights up Jakarta’s dining scene with its mouth-watering Latin
menu with an Argentinian flair. With the first Asado fire pit in Jakarta,
Sudestada Jakarta immerses its diners in the vivacious Argentinian culture
and lifestyle through a wholesome dining experience in its wide range of
authentic delicacies and lively neoclassical interior and décor.

Sudestada in Spanish means "powerful wind," particularly similar to the cool
strong breeze before a mighty storm. The name is regarded as an auspicious
name that brings good luck in Argentinian culture. Helmed by Argentine chef
and owner Victor Taborda, Sudestada Jakarta’s authentic Latin flavors are
reflected in its three concepts, the grill, bar and café. The shared menu
offered is especially designed to bring people together over food similar to an
“Asado” or a cherished family gathering around the grill.

The two-storey building welcomes guests daily from breakfast until late,
guests may feel transported to Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina, as they
are welcomed with the amiable charm of an Argentinian home. At Sudestada
Jakarta, guests can expect cozy and rustic ambience within its spacious
indoor and outdoor spaces with a contemporary picturesque interior
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complemented with friendly hospitality that reflects the iconic Argentinian
culture and lifestyle.

You may come as a guest, but leave as El Amigo!

For media inquiries, please contact:

Sonia Febriany

Senior Account Manager

PREFINITE Communications

E-mail: sonia@prefinite.id

Mobile: +62878 9000 1994
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